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Abstract Based on the impulsive-dynamics formulation, this article presents the
analysis of different strategies to regulate the energy dissipation at the heel-strike
event in the context of human locomotion. For this purpose, a seven-link 2D
human-like multibody model based on anthropometric data is used. The model
captures the most relevant dynamic and energetic aspects of the heel-strike event in
the sagittal plane. The pre-impact mechanical state of the system, around which
the analysis of the heel impact contribution to energy dissipation is performed,
is defined based on published data. In the context of the proposed impulsive-
dynamics framework, different realistic strategies that the subject can apply to
modify the impact dynamics are proposed and analyzed, namely, the trailing an-
kle push-off, the torso configuration and the degree of joint blocking in the colliding
leg. Detailed numerical analysis and discussions are presented to quantify the ef-
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fects of the mentioned strategies.
Keywords: Biomechanics, Bipedal walking, Impact dynamics, Energy analysis,
Human gait.
1 Introduction
The dynamics of human locomotion is a major subject in the area of biomechanical
engineering. The research in that field is very important for different purposes,
e.g., to improve the performance of athletes in sports, to design rehabilitation or
prosthetic devices to assist disabled subjects or to develop better bipedal walking
robots based on the physical principles of human locomotion.
The human gait cycle is composed of two phases: the stance phase, which
lasts approximately the 60% of the cycle, and the swing phase, which lasts the
other 40%. It was observed that during human gait, the motion of the stance leg is
similar to that of an inverted pendulum rotating about the ankle and the swing leg
also performs a pendulum-like motion rotating about the hip joint [1], [2]. During
this phase the gait progression can be considered assisted by four foot rockers: heel
rocker, ankle rocker, forefoot rocker and toe rocker [3]. The motion of the swing leg
is mainly passive in nature and it requires little muscle activity to be performed
[4]. Conversely, the motion of the stance leg does require an energy input to restore
the losses that occur at heel-strike impact (at the end of the swing phase). Based
on these assumptions, simple models that provided useful information regarding
the dynamics and energetic aspects of human (bipedal) locomotion were developed
[5].
Heel strike is known to be a major contributor to the stability of bipedal
locomotion [6], [7], [8], [9]. The change of motion that the system experiences
at each heel strike has a strong stabilizing effect. For example, the trajectory
of the centre of mass (which is approximately placed at the hip joint height) is
redirected from one pendular arc to the next in walking motion [10], [11], or from
one parabolic free-flight arc to the next in running motion [12]. On the other hand,
from a dynamical point of view, the energy dissipating nature of the heel impact
can also stabilize the movement. The associated phase-space volume contraction
has been shown to be a necessary condition for stability [13].
Passive dynamic walking refers to simple mechanical models that are able to
walk down a slightly inclined walkway with no external actuation [14], [15]. The
work on this type of walkers showed that it was possible to obtain orbitally stable
limit cycles, with remarkably human-like motion, without any kind of actuation
and control. It is worth noting that the analysis of passive dynamic walking has
led to important insights regarding the basic principles of human locomotion. For
example, in [16] and [10] a simple passive model (the so-called simplest walking
model) was used to analyze the energetic cost of human walking. In those papers,
useful conclusions were drawn via combining experimental data with the mechanics
associated with this simple biomechanical model. The model was also used in
[12] to find energetically optimal walking and running gait patterns by means of
computer optimization.
It is known that for a given passive walker, there is a slope limit after which it
is impossible to obtain stable limit cycles. However, this limit can be exceeded if
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Dynamic Considerations of Heel-Strike Impact in Human Gait 3
extra dissipation is introduced in the system. For example, in [13] damping at the
hip joint was used for this purpose. This supports the idea that human locomotion
is partially controlled by regulating the amount of energy that is dissipated at heel
impact. It was shown in [17], that the mass distribution of the system, and the
torso and stance leg angles at heel strike have an influence on the energy loss.
The high impact forces occurring at heel landing can initiate soft-tissue vibra-
tions that contribute significantly to energy dissipation [18]. In this sense, it is
interesting to highlight the work by Boyer and Nigg [19], [20], which introduced
the idea of muscle tuning before impact. The authors showed that the activation
of leg muscles before heel landing was correlated with the vibration of the soft-
tissue compartment and, therefore, to the energy dissipation. Also, it was shown in
[21] that the knee joint stiffness influences the magnitude of impact forces. Thus,
muscle activation before and during impact is used, not only to control the joint
compliances and the leg configuration at impact, but also to control the amount
of energy loss.
It is important to note that the mentioned energy dissipating mechanisms at
heel impact, although active in nature, have a very low energetic cost. Muscles
do not directly remove the dissipated energy, they rather alter the stiffness and
dissipating capabilities at a given joint, and thus they indirectly produce the actual
energetic dissipation. For example, during the impact a portion of kinetic energy is
transferred from the rigid body motion to the soft tissue in the form of vibration.
This energy gets dissipated as the soft-tissue vibrations damp out.
As we will see the amount of energy that can be dissipated in this way can be
controlled through the rigidization of different joints. These joint blockings act like
a set of switches that control the flow of energy between the different parts of the
body and to the soft-tissue vibrations. Therefore, the energy needed to activate
these switches is much smaller than the one that they control. This implies that
the heel impact event can be used as one of the most efficient ways to regulate
mechanical energy dissipation from a biomechanical point of view. Other forms of
energy removal will require work done by the leg muscles during the stance phase.
Due to the relevant role of heel strike in the dynamics of walking, in this work,
we are interested in the analysis of the dissipating capabilities of heel impact using
different strategies.
The impulsive framework is not able to give a detailed description of the forces
and velocities during the usually short impulsive event, but it is able to predict
exactly the after-impact velocity and the constraint impulses1. This is enough for
the determination of the heel strike dissipating capabilities. The only requirement
is that the characteristic time of the impulsive event is small enough so that
changes in position are not appreciable. This requirement has been found to be
satisfied with sufficient accuracy for the heel strike event. For instance, this can
be observed in the experiments in [22].
An important advantage of the impulsive framework is that just inertial prop-
erties are required; stiffnesses and damping properties are not needed. This sim-
plifies enormously the model setup. Moreover, in closely related studies, [25, 26],
it was shown that a more detailed compliant contact model yields very similar
results to those obtained with the impulsive framework.
1 time integral of the constraint forces during the impact
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4 Javier Ros et al.
A seven-link 2D human-like multibody model is chosen to simulate the effect
of different actuation mechanisms on the heel strike event. Inertial and geometric
properties are based on the anthropometric data in [27]. This model captures the
most relevant contributions to the impulsive dynamics of human walking in the
sagittal plane.
Based on bibliographic data for human walking [22], we define a pre-impact
reference configuration and velocity, and perform an analysis of the heel impact
contribution to dissipation in that state neighborhood. We will consider different
realistic strategies that the subject can apply to regulate energy dissipation at
impact: pre-impact velocities, pre-impact torso configuration, and total or partial
blocking of the leading leg joints.
The symbolic multibody program 3D MEC [28] was used as a pre-processor, to
setup the dynamic model and kinematic set of equations, and as a post-processor
to present some of the results. The actual numerical computations were done using
MATLAB, employing the exporting capabilities of 3D MEC.
2 Biomechanical Model of the Human Body
In this section, the multibody model used to study the dynamics of human loco-
motion at the heel-strike event using the impulsive framework is presented. First,
the model, that is, the kinematic parametrization and the geometric and inertial
parameters employed are described. Second, the configuration at impact and the
method proposed to determine meaningful pre-impact velocities are presented and
justified. Finally, the equations of the impulsive dynamics formalism and the post-
impact kinematic constraints used in this study are described. We also explain
the way in which we introduce the representation for the partial blocking of joints
within the proposed dynamics formalism.
2.1 Model Parametrization
The model is shown in Fig 1, and is composed of seven segments: the Torso-
Pelvis segment, the two Thighs, the two Shanks and the two Feet. These links
are coupled by the Hip, Knee and Ankle joints, which are all assumed to be ideal
revolute joints. As shown in Fig. 2 the Torso-Pelvis configuration is given with
absolute coordinates x, y of the Lumbar Joint Center (LJC ) and absolute rotation
θ. Relative coordinates θRH , θ
R
K and θ
R
A are used to position the right thigh, leg
and foot, with respect to the preceding element. Analogously θLH , θ
L
K and θ
L
A are
used for the segments in the left side of the body. We have n = 9 generalized
coordinates that can be represented with the array
q =
[
x, y, θ, θRH , θ
R
K , θ
R
A, θ
L
H , θ
L
K , θ
L
A
]T
, (1)
The kinematic an dynamic parameters of the model are obtained from the
anthropometric, geometric and inertial, data for normal subjects given in [27].
These data are given in terms of the total body mass that is set to 75 kg.
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CAL
CAL
MH
MH
CJC
LJC
Hip
Knee
Ankle
Torso-Pelvis
ThighThigh
ShankShank
Foot
Foot
LEFTLEFT RIGHTRIGHT
Fig. 1 Biomechanical multibody model at the pre-impact configuration.
The kinetic energy, T = T (q, q˙), of the system is symbolically obtained and
expressed as,
T =
1
2
q˙TMq˙, (2)
where M = M(q) is the n× n mass matrix.
2.2 Pre-impact Configuration and Velocity
The configuration depicted in Fig. 1 is the reference pre-impact configuration used
in this study. It is based on the data of [22] and adjusted for normal walking
condition and for a subject with average height.
For the simulations, impact is assumed to take place at the calcaneus marker
(CAL) of the colliding (or leading) foot. This belongs to the right leg, which is the
swing leg before the impact. The left foot is assumed to contact the ground at the
mid point between the 1st and 5th metatarsal head markers (MH ). The left (or
trailing) leg is the stance leg before the impact.
A procedure, based on a set of kinematic assumptions that should be fulfilled
at the pre-impact instant, was devised to obtain velocity data coherent with exper-
imental observations of normal walking [22]. The following kinematic assumptions
were used to define the velocities of the system at the pre-impact time:
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6 Javier Ros et al.
x
y
θ
θRH
θLH
θRK
θLK
θRA
θLA
Fig. 2 Generalized coordinates of the biomechanical model.
– The Torso-Pelvis segment does not rotate with respect to the right Thigh,
θ˙RH = 0, and the horizontal velocity component of the LJC is defined based on
the average horizontal velocity, v0 = 1.61 m/s, for that point estimated based
on [22]. The kinematic equation can thus be expressed as v(LJC) ·ex−v0 = 0.
Where v(LJC) represents the velocity of the LJC and ex is the unit vector in
the x direction.
– The CAL point of the colliding foot has zero horizontal (tangential) velocity to
avoid sliding at foot landing. Then the kinematic equation reads v(CALR)·ex =
0.
– The knee and ankle joints of the colliding leg have zero relative angular veloc-
ities before the impact, θ˙RK = 0 and θ˙
R
A = 0 .
– The MH point of the left foot has zero pre-impact velocity, v(MH) = 0, and
the knee joint of that leg has zero relative angular velocity, θ˙LK = 0. The
relative angular velocity of the left ankle is left as a variable that allows for
experimenting with different pre-impact landing velocities θ˙LA = ω0.
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Dynamic Considerations of Heel-Strike Impact in Human Gait 7
Thus, the pre-impact generalized velocities, q˙−, can be obtained as the solution
of the following linear system of equations:
θ˙RH
v(LJC) · ex − v0
v(CALR) · ex
θ˙RK
θ˙RA
v(MH) · ex
v(MH) · ey
θ˙LK
θ˙LA − ω0

= [0] . (3)
The above assumptions can be justified, for example, based on the experimental
work reported in [22]; see Part II, pp. 345-353, specially Figs. 5 and 6. The angles
in this reference are defined as here. Angles just before 100% completion of the gait
cycle (pre-impact) justify an almost zero angular velocity for leading Pelvis, Hip,
Knee and Ankle at the pre-impact configuration. In those figures, the impulsive
nature of the heel strike event is apparent and related to the sudden slope change
at the transition between 100% and 0%. At about 50% of the cycle we can find
the values for the trailing leg angles, the trailing knee angle is close to a minimum
so its derivative is near2 zero. The pushing of the trailing ankle can be observed
at about 30 − 50% of the cycle. The associated angular velocity, θ˙LAn., which is
associated with the rotation of the ankle joint, will be used as an additional degree
of freedom (DoF) to negotiate the initial pre-impact landing velocity.
2.3 Impulsive Dynamic Equations and Constraints
Assuming that the applied forces acting on the system are not impulsive, the dy-
namics of the impulsive motion phase can be characterized by impulse-momentum
level dynamic equations [23, 24]:
M
(
q˙+ − q˙−
)
= AT λ¯, (4)
and the following kinematic constraints at the post-impact instant
Aq˙+ = b+. (5)
M is the n × n mass matrix for the parametrization q, and A = A(q) is the
m×n Jacobian of the kinematic constraints enforced at t+. The superscripts “−”
and “+” denote the pre- and post-impact instants. Vector AT λ¯ is the generalized
impulse associated to the constraint forces. We introduce b+ in the constraint
equations for generality, so we can consider both rheonomic or scleronomic impul-
sive constraints3. These equations allow to solve for q˙+ and λ¯ given the initial
velocity q˙−.
For the problem at hand, the scleronomic constraints are defined as follows:
2 The sensitivity to the trailing leg velocities found at the impulsive event is very small.
3 For scleronomic constraints, b+ = 0.
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8 Javier Ros et al.
– The post-impact contact and non-sliding conditions at the right CAL,
v(CALR) · ex = 0 −→ Leading Foot CAL non-sliding (6)
v(CALR) · ey = 0 −→ Leading Foot CAL contact (7)
That is, the colliding point must stay in contact with the ground and not slide
with respect to the ground after the impact. This is a reasonable and widely
used assumption in the analysis of human locomotion.
– The post-impact contact and non-sliding conditions at the trailing MH,
v(MHL) · ex = 0 −→ Trailing Foot MH non-sliding (8)
v(MHL) · ey ≥ 0 −→ Trailing Foot MH unilateral contact, (9)
For a normal gait, it is experimentally observed that v(MHL) = 0 after the
impact. Nevertheless, we consider “a priori” the possibility of contact loss
v(MHL) · ey ≥ 0 to check the dynamic consistency of our model4.
In this paper we consider partial blocking of a given set of joints. We consider
that muscles involved in the motion of a particular joint can be strongly stressed
during the impact so that they can block the relative motion of the given joint to
some extent.
Within the impulsive framework adopted, such a partial blocking implies ac-
tions of impulsive nature. For example, it was shown in [21] that the knee joint
stiffness influences the magnitude of impact forces, also in [18] it has been demon-
strated that the impact at heel landing initiates soft-tissue vibrations that con-
tribute to energy dissipation. As it has been commented in the introduction, mus-
cular action can be used to tune the stiffness and impact forces. Also, in normal
walking the leading leg knee is stiffened during the heel-strike phase, avoiding the
flexion motion of this joint to some extent, making the thigh and shank to behave
similar to a single rigid body. Obviously, the leading leg ankle stiffness can be
altered through a similar mechanism.
Thus, we can say that muscle activation before and during impact is used,
not only to control the joint compliances and the leg configuration at impact, but
also to control the amount of energy loss during the impact. Within the impul-
sive framework employed, these actuation mechanisms need to be addressed using
impulsive joint actions. We propose to deal with the so-called partial blocking
kinematically, by specifying the post-impact relative velocities for the set of joints
that are participating in the partial blocking. In other words, introducing rheo-
nomic impulsive constraints for the different joints of the model to account for
partial joint blocking and the related dissipation phenomena:
– The different blocking strategies can be studied taking different rheonomic
constraint combinations from the following set,
θ˙RA − θ˙R+A = 0 −→ Leading Ankle partial blocking (10)
θ˙RK − θ˙R+K = 0 −→ Leading Knee partial blocking (11)
θ˙RH − θ˙R+H = 0 −→ Leading Hip partial blocking (12)
4 The presence of this unilateral constraint implies a “complementarity problem”. We deal
with this via looking for two different solutions, one “with” and the other “without” this
constraint enforced. Then, we choose the physically meaningful one for which v(MHL) · ey =
0 and λ¯ > 0 or v(MHL) · ey > 0 and λ¯ = 0 must be satisfied.
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Dynamic Considerations of Heel-Strike Impact in Human Gait 9
Where θ˙R+j is set to zero to impose total blocking of joint j = (A,K,H).
3 Decomposition of the Impulsive Motion Equations and Kinetic
Energy
Based on the constraint Jacobian in Eq. (4), the tangent space of the configuration
manifold of the walking system can be decomposed to the spaces of constrained
and admissible motions (SCM and SAM), respectively, for the pre-impact and
post-impact instants [29], [30]. This will then also hold for the entire duration of
the contact onset, since the configuration of the system is assumed constant during
this short period of time.
The two subspaces can be defined so that they are orthogonal to each other with
respect to the mass metric of the tangent space of the freed system (constraints
in Eq. (4) are relaxed). This decomposition can be accomplished via two n × n-
dimensional projector operators [29], [30]. Assuming that the impulsive constraints
in Eq. (4) are independent of each other, the projector associated with the SCM
can be written as
Pc = M
−1AT
(
AM−1AT
)−1
A, (13)
and the projector for the SAM can be obtained as
Pa = I−Pc = I−M−1AT
(
AM−1AT
)−1
A, (14)
where I denotes the n × n-dimensional identity matrix. These projectors are not
symmetric, which is a direct consequence of the nature of the metric of the tangent
space. Based on them, the generalized velocities of the system can be decomposed
as
q˙ = Pcq˙ + Paq˙ ≡ vc + va, (15)
which represent the two components associated with the subspaces. It is interesting
to note that in general vc = Pcq˙ and va = Paq˙ are non-holonomic quantities.
Generalized impulses can also be decomposed using the transpose of the operators
given above [29]. Then, for the impulsive case we have
f¯ = PTc f¯ + P
T
a f¯ ≡ f¯c + f¯a. (16)
Based on Eqs. (2) and (15), it can be shown that the kinetic energy can also
be decomposed to two independent parts as
T =
1
2
vTc Mvc +
1
2
vTaMva ≡ Tc + Ta. (17)
which is a consequence of the projectors in (13) and (14) being orthogonal with
respect to the system mass matrix, i.e., PTc MPa = P
T
aMPc = 0. Therefore, using
Eq. (15) in Eq. (2), vTc Mva = v
T
aMvc = 0. Any impulse arising in the space of
constrained motion will change only Tc, leaving Ta unaffected and vice versa [32].
That is, the enforcing of the constraints given by Eq. (5) gives rise to impulses
which will directly influence quantities in the space of constrained motion only.
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10 Javier Ros et al.
Based on the above, it can be shown that the impulse-momentum level dynamic
equations in Eq. (4) can be decoupled to
M
(
v+c − v−c
)
= AT λ¯, (18)
which are the impulse-momentum level dynamic equations associated with the
SCM, and
M
(
v+a − v−a
)
= 0, (19)
which describe the impulsive dynamics associated with the SAM. From Eq. (19)
and using that M is positive definite, it is immediately visible that v+a = v
−
a .
Based on Eqs. (4) and (15) it can also be concluded that v+c =
gPlcb
+, where
gPlc is the n × m-dimensional matrix that projects SCM’s components in local
parametrization to components in global parametrization[29]:
gPlc = M
−1AT
(
AM−1AT
)−1
. (20)
Then, using the above results the following expression to solve for the post-impact
generalized velocities q˙+ is obtained
q˙+ = v−a +
gPlcb
+ = Paq˙
− + gPlcb
+. (21)
Based on Eqs. (4), (15) and (18) we can also obtain the solution for the gen-
eralized constraint impulses as
λ¯ =
(
AM−1AT
)−1 (
b+ −Aq˙−
)
, (22)
that make the velocity of the colliding foot zero and accomplish the total or partial
blocking of joints. The last expression clearly shows that b+ can be used to control
the impulses λ¯ and vice versa.
We define the following non-dimensional energetic performance index, ξ, to
quantify the energetic aspects of heel impact:
ξ =
T− − T+
T−
=
T−c − T+c
T−
, (23)
where ξ represents the ratio of the kinetic energy lost at heel strike to the pre-
impact kinetic energy, i.e., the local energetic efficiency of the impact [31].
It is easy to see that,
T+c =
1
2
(b+)T gPlc
T
M gPlc b
+ =
1
2
(b+)TWcb
+ (24)
T−c =
1
2
(b−)T gPlc
T
M gPlc b
− =
1
2
(b−)TWcb− (25)
where b− = Aq˙−, and Wc is the mass matrix associated to the local parametriza-
tion in the SCM.
Based on Eqs. (15) and (18), and having in mind that vTaMvc = 0, it is also
possible to see that
T+c −T−c = 1
2
(v+c +v
−
c )
TM(v+c −v−c ) = 1
2
(b++b−)T λ¯ =
1
2
(b++b−)TWc(b+−b−).
(26)
This gives an explicit relationship between the impulses generated by the contact
onset, and the kinetic energy that is lost in the contact event.
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Fig. 3 Simulation Group I: Energetic performance index, ξ, vs. pre-impact trailing ankle
angular velocity, ω0.
4 Simulation Results and Discussion
In this section, the kinetic energy dissipation effectiveness of different regulation
strategies at the heel strike event is analyzed and discussed. We present three
groups of simulations covering feasible variations of: the pre-impact trailing ankle
angular velocity –Section 4.1–, the configuration of the torso –Section 4.2–, and
the degree of leading ankle blocking –Section 4.3–, in combination with complete
blocking of other joints of the colliding leg.
The gait of a normal subject with pre-impact configuration and velocity deter-
mined as described in Section 2.2 is used in these analyses. Also, the decomposition
of the kinetic energy at the pre-impact instant, described in Section 3, is used in
the discussion.
4.1 Simulation Group I: Effect of pre-impact trailing ankle angular velocity
The pre-impact trailing ankle angular velocity is changed while maintaining the
horizontal velocity of the hip and the zero horizontal velocity of the colliding heel.
To set up this initial condition, the system of equations (3) is solved after setting
ω0 to the desired value of trailing ankle pre-impact angular velocity. This change
influences the impact velocity of the heel in the normal direction and thus the
amount of energy removed at the strike, as was pointed out in [33]. For a real
subject, this can be achieved by changing the strength with which the trailing
foot ankle pushes upwards immediately before the heel-strike.
Fig. 3 presents the plots for the energetic performance index, ξ, defined in
Eq. (23), for different values of the pre-impact angular velocity of the trailing
ankle, θ˙L−A . Note that, due to the parametrization used, negative values for the
angular velocity indicate that the trailing ankle is pushing the body upwards.
Simulations with no blocked joints present a very low dissipation (≈ 2%) and they
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are not too realistic, so they are not represented. In the figure, the continuous red
line presents the results for the case when only the leading ankle is blocked, the
blue dashed line for the case when both the leading ankle and knee are blocked,
and the dash-point green line for the case when the three joints of the leading leg
are blocked after impact.
From these results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. If the leading ankle is blocked, the energy dissipated can go up to 20% for the
analyzed push-off range.
2. If the leading knee is blocked additionally, the dissipation can go up to 30%.
3. If the leading hip is blocked additionally, the dissipation increases up to 35%.
4. The variation of the trailing ankle push-off can be used to regulate the energy
dissipated at heel strike. For the analyzed range, this mechanism can regulate
up to the 50% of the dissipable energy for the considered set of blocked joints
combinations.
The effect of the push-off and of the blocked joints on the energetic perfor-
mance index, ξ, can be explained in terms of the impulsive motion decomposition
presented in Section 3. The space of motion defined by the configuration –that is
the same for all simulations– can be splited out into the SCM and SAM whose
shape and dimensions are dependent on the set of blocked joints. As has been
shown, during the impact, all the energy in SCM is dissipated while that in the
SAM does not change.
The mentioned low level of dissipation when no joint is blocked is due to the
fact that the accommodation of the heel to the after impact zero velocity condition
is mainly accomplished with the help of the rotation of the colliding foot5. Taking
this situation as reference, it is observed that the blocking of the ankle alone
greatly increases the dissipation, and that the additional blocking of the knee and
hip further increases it. These increments in kinetic energy dissipation are related
to the change of shape and dimension of the SCM and SAM introduced by the
growing number of blocked joints: the dimension of SAM decreases while the one
of the SCM increases accordingly. This gives more room for energy in the SCM,
and therefore for dissipation.
For a given set of blocked joints, a greater push-off helps, not only to increase
the total pre-impact energy, T−, but mainly to lower the amount of energy in the
SCM, Tc, and, accordingly, to increase the energy in the SAM, Ta. This is due to
the fact that ankle push-off lowers the normal colliding velocity of the heel. This
puts the paramount role of trailing ankle push-off in normal walking into a new
perspective.
The energetic performance index gives a useful but limited information. Figs. 4
and 5, although in a limited number of points, give additional information that is
helpful to understand the heel strike event dynamics. In these figures, the orthog-
onal decomposition of the dynamics at heel strike at six representative simulation
points is presented: In points A, B an C the leading ankle; leading ankle and knee;
and leading ankle, knee and hip are blocked, respectively, and there is a maximum
upward push-off of the trailing ankle. Points A′, B′ and C′ present the same joint
blocking conditions but, in this case, with the ankle angular velocity ω0 in the
5 Note that, after the heel strike event the whole foot will eventually collide with the ground,
and then the rotating energy will get mostly dissipated. This second collision mechanism is
not analyzed in this work.
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A
B
C
SM SAM SCM
Fig. 4 Mass orthogonal decomposition of the movement for points A, B and C. From left to
right: total (SM), admissible (SAM) and constrained (SCM) pre-impact velocities of reference
points.
opposite end of the analyzed range (actually, in the other direction). From these
figures, it can be concluded that the additional blocking of the knee alters not
only the magnitude of the different velocities in the SAM and SCM, but also their
relative magnitudes. This relative change is not as significant when the leading
hip is additionally blocked. This leads us to the conclusion that the additional hip
blocking reinforces the dissipation introduced by the knee, with no relevant side
effects on the distribution of velocities. These figures also allow us to see that the
discussed blocking of the ankle alone produces an important after impact velocity
of the leading knee center, that looks not compatible with normal walking gait.
Nevertheless, it can be of interest in other situations, for example when impact
forces need to be kept small.
4.2 Simulation Group II: Effect of torso configuration
In this section, the effect of the pre-impact Torso-Pelvis orientation is analyzed.
Varying such orientation allows for modifying the inertia distribution and therefore
the energetics of the impact. The influence of this configuration change in the en-
ergetic dissipation at heel strike impact has already been shown for a compass-like
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A′
B′
C ′
SM SAM SCM
Fig. 5 Mass orthogonal decomposition of the movement for the points A′, B′ and C′. From
left to right: total (SM), admissible (SAM) and constrained (SCM) pre-impact velocities of
reference points.
passive walker in [17]. To set up the pre-impact state, the system of equations (3)
is solved after setting the Torso-Pelvis angle θ to the desired value, using a con-
stant value of ω0 = −1 rad/s for the trailing ankle push-off. The initial velocity
vector q˙− is coincident with that used for simulation points A, B and C exhibiting
minimum energy dissipation in Simulation Group I, but varying the torso angle.
Fig. 6 presents the plots for the energetic performance index, ξ, for different
values of the Torso–Pelvis angle deviation, ∆θ = θ − θn, where θn is the abso-
lute torso angle at the reference heel-strike position obtained from [22]). Due to
the parametrization used, negative values of θ indicate that the torso is leaning
forward, according to Fig. 2. As before, three cases are considered in the Fig. 6:
leading ankle blocked; ankle and knee blocked; and ankle, knee and hip blocked.
We summarize in the following points the main conclusions obtained from this
analysis:
1. If the leading ankle is blocked, the energy dissipated can be greater than 13%.
In this situation, the orientation of the Torso-Pelvis can be used to modestly
regulate the energy dissipated at the heel-strike down to a 10% for the range
analyzed.
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Fig. 6 Simulation Group II: Energetic performance index, ξ, vs, Torso–Pelvis angle deviation,
∆θ.
2. If in addition the leading knee is blocked, the energy dissipated can be greater
than 19%. In this situation, the torso angle can be used to modestly regulate
the energy dissipated at the heel-strike down to a 14% for the range analyzed.
3. If in addition the leading hip is blocked, the dissipation is a 19%, coincident
with the maximum value for the previous situation. Most importantly, the
torso angle does not have an appreciable effect on the dissipation.
These results are in agreement with the increase of energy loss presented in
[17], in which a simpler, compass-like model was analyzed.
As before, the impulsive motion decomposition presented in Section 3 can be
used to explain the effect of the Torso-Pelvis orientation change on the energetic
performance index, ξ. Even though this change of configuration does not affect
the pre-impact velocity, it does change the tangent space on the configuration
manifold, and hence the redistribution of energy between the SCM an SAM. This
explains the change found in the amount of dissipated energy. Note that, for the
simulations in this section, all the energy associated with the SCM is dissipated.
Some of these aspects can be appreciated in Fig. 7, where the orthogonal
decomposition of the dynamics at heel strike at three representative simulation
points is illustrated: In simulation point A′′ the leading ankle is blocked and the
torso is at the maximum backward leaning position studied. In point B′′ the knee
is additionally blocked and in C′′ the colliding leg hip is also blocked. In points
B′′ and C′′ the torso configuration is as in A′′. It is interesting to note that the
initial velocity and the set of blocked joints are the same as for the situations A,
B, and C in Fig. 4. Note that the differences between both simulation groups are
therefore related only to the change of the SAM and SCM induced by the change
of the configuration of the Torso-Pelvis segment.
As it has been reasoned in the previous section, although for a limited number
of points, Fig. 7 along with Fig. 4 give an additional information that is helpful for
understanding the heel strike event dynamics. As with the preceeding Simulation
Group I, it is clear that the additional blocking of the knee alters not only the
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A′′
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SM SAM SCM
Fig. 7 Mass orthogonal decomposition of the movement for the points A′′, B′′, and C′′. From
left to right: total (SM), admissible (SAM) and constrained (SCM) pre-impact velocities of
reference points.
magnitude of the different velocities in the SAM and SCM, but also their relative
magnitudes. This relative change is not as significant when the leading hip is
additionally blocked. This agrees with our previous conclusion that the additional
blocking of the hip has the effect of reinforcing the dissipation introduced by the
knee, without having relevant side effects on the distribution of velocities. As in
the previous section, the blocking of the ankle alone produces an important after
impact velocity of the leading knee center.
From the results of the last two sections, the leading ankle blocking reveals
as the most important single contribution to the kinetic energy dissipation. Intu-
itively, it looks like a variable level of blocking can be used to change the amount
of kinetic energy from a close to zero value, up to the high values related to the
situation with complete blocking of the colliding leg ankle and colliding leg ankle
and knee. This is the main subject of analysis in the next section.
4.3 Simulation group III: Effect of partial blocking of the leading ankle
In this section, a variable post-impact ankle joint relative velocity is considered. We
consider that during the impact muscles do not completely constrain the motion
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of the ankle, leading to a non-zero post-impact relative velocity for the joint. We
call partial blocking to this non-complete blocking of the joint. It is expected that
the impact gets stronger as the blocking of the leading ankle is more complete.
That is, when the post-impact ankle joint relative velocity gets closer to zero.
Fig. 8 presents the plots of the energetic performance index, ξ, defined in
Eq. (23), for different values of the post-impact ankle relative velocity, θ˙R+A . A
variable blocking of the leading ankle has been used in all the simulations. Addi-
tionally, complete knee and hip blocking have also been simulated as it is indicated
in the legend of the figure.
As in the previous section, to set up the initial condition in the simulations the
system of equations (3) is solved using a constant value of ω0 = −1 rad/s for the
trailing ankle joint velocity. That is, initial configuration and velocity is the same
as for simulation points A, B, and C defined in the previous sections. We limit
the results to the values of θ˙R+A for which ξ > 0. To compare the results in this
section with the simulations in previous ones, it is important to note that points
A, B and C, in Figs. 3, 4 and 8 represent the same simulation conditions.
As expected, as it can be seen from Eq. (24), the maximum energetic loss
appears at θ˙R+A = 0, when the colliding leg ankle is completely blocked. Also, as
the pre-impact velocity is the same for all situations, Eq. (24) reveals that the
plots shown should be parabolic with a maximum centered at θ˙R+A = 0. This is in
agreement with the results shown in Fig. 8.
The main conclusions obtained from this analysis are:
1. The partial blocking of the leading ankle alone can regulate from ≈ 0% up to
100% of the pre-impact total kinetic energy in the SCM, a 12% of the total
pre-impact kinetic energy.
2. The additional blocking of the leading knee increases the pre-impact kinetic
energy in the SCM to a 17% of the pre-impact total kinetic energy.
3. The additional blocking of the hip joint still produces a perceptible increase
of the pre-impact kinetic energy in the SCM to a 19% of the pre-impact total
kinetic energy.
These results put into perspective the great possibilities that the variable
rigidization of the ankle joint can play on the heel strike dynamics. Partial block-
ing of the colliding leg ankle is able to completely regulate from close to 0% up to
100% the dissipation of all the dissipable energy: the pre-impact kinetic energy in
the SCM. This amounts to a 12%, 17% or 19% of the total kinetic energy of the
system depending on the blocking configuration.
Although detailed results are not presented, the same method has been used
to analyze the total blocking on the trailing leg joints as well. Locking these joints
does not significantly change the dissipation of energy with respect to that given
in Fig. 8, when no joints in the swing leg are blocked. This result is in accordance
with the passive role attributed to the swing leg in the heel strike dynamics that
has been referred in the introduction [4]. This, in turn, supports the methods and
conclusions proposed in this study.
The model in this study does not account for the contribution of motions
out off the sagittal plane. For the present study, the major error contributions
related to this simplification are probably those related to the lateral balancing
and to the transverse rotation of the torso and pelvis. The small range of these
motions contribute only for a small percentage of the kinetic energy in the SAM.
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Fig. 8 Simulation Group III: Energetic performance index, ξ, vs leading ankle angular ve-
locity, θ˙R+A , for different blocking strategies.
The other neglected contribution is that of the movement of the arms relative to
the torso, this is also small due to the relative small mass of the arms. However,
as the arms are not blocked during the heel strike event, the part of the kinetic
energy in the SCM is even smaller. Transversal rotation and balancing are barely
constrained by the heel strike event: as the colliding heel is close to the sagittal
plane the impulsive moment contribution to these non-sagittal portion of the SAM
is small. This intuitive and non-formal discussion allows to see that, even with the
simplifications related to the use of a 2D model without arms, the most relevant
contributions to the energetics of the heel strike dynamics presented in this article
are qualitatively correct.
5 Conclusions
We have started this paper reminding the acknowledged role that the existing
bibliography gives to mechanical energy dissipation at heel impact on bipedal
locomotion stability. Based on this, we postulate that the heel strike can be ac-
commodated in different ways to produce different levels of mechanical energy
dissipation, and that this can be used as a regulating mechanism in the control
of bipedal locomotion. Based on biomechanical principles, we also conclude that,
within its physical limits, heel strike is by far the most efficient way to dissipate
excess mechanical energy, and then to stabilize locomotion.
In this paper, we have built a seven-link 2D realistic biomechanical model based
on anthropometric data in order to do an impulsive dynamic analysis of the heel
impact. Body configuration and velocity at the pre-impact instant are realistically
defined and adjusted based on experimental data and observations. Three main
control strategies are identified, namely, degree of ankle push-off, torso orientation,
and partial blocking of the colliding ankle. Then, the proposed model and initial
conditions are used in order to analyze the relevance of these controlling strategies.
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Accordingly three simulation groups are run, that in turn use different blocking
strategies for the colliding leg joints. The impulsive dynamics formalism is used
since it simplifies the required setup and gives a deeper insight into the dynamics
of the impact. The computation and presentation of the results are based on the
orthogonal decomposition of the dynamics at heel strike, as it allows for a deeper
physical description and interpretation of the results.
The conducted study offers important conclusions about the role and relevance
of the different controlling mechanisms studied during heel strike phase for normal
gait. For instance, in relation with the trailing ankle push-off, based on the results
obtained, we can conclude that increasing push-off is a very useful strategy to
decrease energy loss at heel strike. In addition to the colliding ankle blocking,
colliding knee and hip blocking allows to obtain different post-impact velocities
for the same amount of dissipated energy. Knee blocking appears clearly as the
mayor contributor to this velocity redistribution.
In relation with the Torso-Pelvis configuration, despite having some influence
on the energetics of the impact, the amount of controlled energy is small enough
to justify the absence of such a controlling mechanism during normal gait. Nev-
ertheless, such mechanism can be useful in other situations, for example as an
additional dissipation mechanism when the walker wants to stop.
It has been shown that with the partial blocking of the colliding ankle, a huge
amount of energy (in the order of the total kinetic energy) can be continuously
regulated, almost from zero up to a given maximum. This partial blocking can
be combined with the blocking of the colliding knee and hip to alter the way
in which motion redistributes after the impact. As before, knee blocking reveals
as the mayor contributor in this respect. As it has been commented, the muscle
actuation required to partially block a joint needs only a little amount of energy,
conferring to the proposed mechanism even a bigger relevance.
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